Genetic and phenotypic relationships among locomotion type traits, profit, production, longevity, and fertility in Spanish dairy cows.
The phenotypic and genetic relationships of 3 locomotion traits with profit, production, longevity, and fertility traits were studied to determine the importance of locomotion traits for dairy producers. Two data sets including official milk records and type classification scores of 62,293 cows, and reproductive records of 24,561 cows from the Basque and Navarra Autonomous Regions were analyzed. Higher scores for feet and legs (FL), foot angle (FA), and rear legs set (RLS) were positively related to production and functional traits, whereas fertility was not significantly affected. The cows that scored the highest for FL were $213/yr more profitable, produced 575 kg more milk per year, and remained in the herd for 307 more functional days than the cows scoring the lowest. Feet and legs was the trait most genetically correlated to profit, although a low value (0.10) was obtained, whereas RLS was the trait most correlated to milk production (0.12). Genetic correlations among FL, FA, RLS, and longevity traits (from -0.10 to 0.05) were low. Quadratic curves were the best fit for both profit and functional herd life for EBV of each of the 3 locomotion traits. Further studies dealing with profitability and lameness, instead of using conformation traits, could be performed directly if a larger data pool of lameness was routinely recorded.